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Abstract

The interrelation between the octupole phonon and the low-lying proton-
neutron mixed-symmetry quadrupole phonon in near-spherical nuclei is in-
vestigated. The one-phonon states decay by collective EZ and E2 transitions
to the ground state and by relatively strong El and Ml transitions to the
isoscalar 2^[ state. We apply the proton-neutron version of the Interacting
Boson Model including quadrupole and octupole bosons (sd/-IBM-2). Two
.F-spin symmetric dynamical symmetry limits of the model, namely the vibra-
tional and the 7-unstable ones, are considered. We derive analytical formulae
for excitation energies as well as B(E1), B(M1), B(E2), and B(E3) values for
a number of transitions between low-lying states. The model well reproduces
many known transition strengths in the near spherical nuclei 142Ce and 94Mo.

I. INTRODUCTION

The phonon concept is a useful and simple concept in nuclear structure physics [1]. The
low-lying collective J x = 2+ and 3~ excitations in near-spherical nuclei can be considered
as quadrupole and octupole vibrations, which represent the most important vibrational
degrees of freedom at low energies. The bosonic phonon concept suggests the occurrence
of multiphonon states, which can decay collectively to states with one phonon less by the
annihilation of one phonon. In a harmonic picture n-phonon states have excitation energies
of n times the one-phonon energy.

Multiphonon and two-phonon states are at present a very actively investigated topic in
nuclear structure physics. A two-quadrupole-phonon (2+ ® 2+) triplet with states having
spin and parity quantum numbers J71" = 0+ , 2+ , 4+ is usually known in near spherical nuclei.
The absence of Jv = l + , 3 + members of this two-phonon multiplet points at the bosonic
character of the identical quadrupole phonons involved. Multi-quadrupole-phonon states
(with n > 2) have also been identified, see e.g. [2-4]. The investigation and identification
of double giant dipole resonances (2GDR), (3~ ® 3~) double-octupole states and (2+ ®
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double-gamma-vibrations in deformed nuclei are actively debated in the literature, see e.g.
Refs. [5-11].

The mixed-multipolarity (2+ ®3~) quadrupole-octupole coupled quintuplet [12,13] with
spin and parity quantum numbers J* = 1~ - 5~ is a very interesting example of the coupling
of two different phonons. Members of the (2+ <g> 3~) two-phonon quintuplet should decay by
definition by collective El and E3 transitions to the 3j" octupole phonon state and to the
2f quadrupole phonon state, respectively. The (2+ ® 3~) two-phonon states are expected
to occur close to the sum energy £2+03- = E{2^) + -^(^r)- There are only a few examples,
e.g. 144Sm [14], 144Nd [15], 142Ce [16] and 112Cd [17], where besides the two-phonon 1" state
other multiplet members have been identified experimentally. The reason might be that all
the other states from the 2+ (g> 3~ quintuplet, except the 1~, are strongly mixed with non-
collective excitations, losing their pure quadrupole-octupole nature. This is supported by
shell-model calculations performed recently for N — 82 nuclei [18]. Thus, the most valuable
data, which can be used as a testing ground for the concept of quadrupole-octupole coupled
two-phonon excitations, are the transition strengths from the 1~ member of the quintuplet.

The J*" = 1~ two-phonon state has been very well investigated in magic and near spher-
ical nuclei. In many nuclei, it has been identified close to the sum energy E2+^3-, indicating
a quite harmonic phonon coupling [19-21]. According to its definition, the two-phonon 1~
state should decay by a collective one-phonon E2 transition to the 3~ octupole phonon state.
This has been confirmed experimentally [22,23]. The collective l~+^3_ —» 2f EZ transition
has not yet been measured due to the possibly dominating El and M2 contaminations in
this transition. A particularly interesting feature of the two-phonon 1~ state is the existence
of a relatively strong El transition to the ground state, which can be sensitively measured in
photon scattering experiments [24]. The strength of this two-phonon annihilating El transi-
tion approximately equals the strength of the 37 —> 2+ two-phonon changing El transition
[25].

All the low-energy one-phonon and two-phonon states mentioned above involve isoscalar
phonons. Recently the isovector quadrupole excitation in the valence shell, the 2^s state,
has been identified in some nuclei from the measurement of absolute transition strengths,
see, e.g., [16,26-31]. Isovector excitations in the valence shell form a whole class of low-lying
collective states called, more precisely, mixed-symmetry states [32-34]. The fundamental
2^s state decays by a weakly collective E2 transition to the ground state and by a strong
Ml transition to the isoscalar 2+ state, with an Ml matrix element of the order of one
nuclear magneton [34,35]. In an harmonic phonon coupling scheme one can expect also the
existence of mixed-symmetry two-phonon multiplets, that involve at least one excitation of
the mixed-symmetry quadrupole phonon. A symmetric-mixed-symmetric (2+ (g> 2+s) two-
quadrupole phonon excitation with positive parity, namely a J" = 1+ state (the so-called
scissors mode), has been identified already in the near spherical nucleus 94Mo [31]. Similarly
one can expect the existence of a (2£s ® 3~) mixed-symmetry quadrupole-octupole coupled
multiplet with negative parity.

In a naive phonon coupling picture members of this quintuplet should show a very com-
plex but, nevertheless, simple to understand decay pattern, which can be predicted from the
decay properties of the one-phonon excitations (weakly-collective E2 decay and strong Ml
decay of the 2+s state, and collective E3 and relatively strong -El decay of the 37 octupole
vibration). For instance, the Jv = 17+ state should decay by relatively strong E l , strong



M l , weakly-collective El. and collective E3 transitions to the ground and to the 1+ scissors
state, to the ordinary, isoscalar (2+ ® 3~) multiplet, and to the one-phonon 3~ and 2+s

states, respectively (see Fig. 1).
Recently, 7 transitions between the 3~ octupole phonon state and the 2+^ state have

been observed experimentally [16,36] in near spherical nuclei. For an understanding of these
new observations it is necessary to investigate the interrelation of the octupole phonon state
and the mixed-symmetry 2+s state theoretically. That is one aim of the present article.
Another purpose of this article is the proposal of possible two-phonon states generated by
the coupling of the octupole degree of freedom with the proton-neutron degree of freedom
and the quantitative investigation of the properties of such constructions.

A convenient and sometimes successful approach to new and complicated physical phe-
nomena is the investigation of symmetries and the algebraic solution of symmetric Hamil-
tonians. In low-energy nuclear structure physics this task can be achieved by application
of the algebraic interacting boson model [37,38]. Since we deal simultaneously with the
isoscalar octupole vibration and the isovector quadrupole vibration in the valence shell of
near spherical nuclei, we need a model which incorporates them both. We apply for the first
time the sdf-IBM-2, which considers V — 0+ monopole (s) bosons, V = 2+ quadrupole (d)
bosons, V* = 3~ octupole (/) bosons, and the proton-neutron (TT - 1/) degree of freedom [32].

In this paper we develop the formalism of the sdf-IBM-2 in two particular dynamical
symmetry limits relevant for the description of vibrational and 7-unstable nuclei. In section
II we discuss the group reduction chains of the sdf-IBM-2 and the quantum numbers, which
are necessary to classify the eigenstates of the dynamically symmetric Hamiltonians. We
derive analytical formulae for 7 transition rates. The El transitions are calculated with a
two-body operator. Quadrupole-octupole coupled two-body operators have turned out to be
essential for the description of El transitions generated by quadrupole-octupole collectivity
[39,40,25]. In section III the model is applied to data. Within the framework of the sdf-
IBM-2 we analyze relevant transitions in the near-spherical nuclei 142Ce and 94Mo.

II. SDF-IBM-2

The building blocks of the 5<i/-IBM-2 are 2x13 creation and 2x13 annihilation operators

Kim^pim (1)

where p = TT, IS, I — 0,2,3, m = 0, ± 1 , . . . , ± / , which by definition satisfy standard boson
commutation relations:

— 8pp'f>ll'f>mm' • (2)

The total number of bosons is conserved for a given nucleus, i.e.

N — NK + Nv = nS7r

The integers n\p in Eq. (3) are the eigenvalues of the boson number operators h\p —

where the dot denotes the scalar product and bpim = (—l)l~mbpii-m.



The 2 x 132 = 338 bilinear combinations of proton and neutron boson operators of the
type

generate the Lie algebra UT(13) ® Uj,(13).

A. Group reductions, quantum numbers and wave functions

The U,r(13) <8> Uj,(13) symmetry algebra has a rich substructure. In the present study
we are interested in the F-spin symmetric dynamical symmetry limits of the model, which
can be characterized by the reduction chains

® 11,(13) D U™(13) D U ^ ( 6 ) ® U w ( 7 ) D - - O S 0 ^ ( 3 ) ® S0£ , (3 ) D S0™(3)

[JVJ [iV,] [JV!,JV2] [ m , n 2 ] K , m 2 ] . . . L , L , L

(5)

where the dots denote alternative group reductions discussed later. Below each group we
indicate the quantum numbers, associated with it. In total, the complete classification of
the basis states (5) requires 26 quantum numbers corresponding to the 2 x 13 occupation
numbers np\m in the m-scheme. The .F-spin quantum number [32,38] relates in terms of
Young tableaux to the one- or two-rowed Uw(13) representation as

The maximum value of the F-spin quantum number

F - *
-* max — ~

corresponds to the totally symmetric representations of the 11^^(13) group. States with
smaller F-spin quantum numbers F < Fmax are called mixed-symmetry states and corre-
spond to non-symmetric representations of the 11^ (̂13) group. Since the sdf-IBM-2 contains
an octupole degree of freedom, it enlarges the diversity of mixed-symmetry states compared
to the standard sd-YBM-2. This fact can be recognized from the branching rules of Uffi,(13)
D Uw(6) ® Uw(7) (see Appendix A).

The simplest two-rowed representation of U ^ I S ) reduces to the U^(6) D U,n/(7) rep-
resentations in the following way:

[JV-l,l] = [ ra- l , l ]®H (6.1)

[n]®[m-l,l] (6.2)

[n] ® [m] (6.3)

where, n = n\ + n2 is the total number of s and d bosons, m = m\ + m2 is the number of
/ bosons, giving thus N = n + m.

As follows from Eq. (6), three types of the mixed-symmetry states arise.



The [n — 1,1] <g) [m] decomposition corresponds to the usual mixed-symmetry states in
the sd-space, coupled to m octupole-bosons with a wave function, which is symmetric
in the /-sector. Examples are the fundamental 2+s state and the lfc "scissors" state
with no /-boson at all, which belong to the U^j/(6) ® U7rj/(7) representation [n — 1,1] <g>
[0], or the new negative-parity mixed-symmetry two-phonon states which we denote
as (2+s ® 37/) because they are generated by the coupling of the lowest 2+s state
in the s<i-sector and one symmetric /-boson, which belong to the U^(6) <8> U,n/(7)
representation [n — 1,1] <g> [1]. Note that in the presence of one /-boson due to the
boson number conservation only n = N — 1 bosons remain in the sJ-sector, which can
belong to the symmetric UWi/(6) representation [n] — [N — l] or to the mixed-symmetry
representations, i.e., to the lowest [n — 1,1] = [N — 2,1]. Therefore, the representation
[n — 1,1] ® [1] can be considered as (2+s ® 37/) two-phonon states. It turns out from
the application of the branching rules given in Appendix A that this (2^s ® 37/) two-
phonon coupling will generate mixed-symmetry states with F-spin quantum numbers
F = Fmax — 1 and F = FmaLX — 2, because the representation [N — 2,1] <8> [1] is also
present in the U^(13) representation [N — 2,2], which has a total F-spin quantum
number F = Fmax — 2. In this article, we restrict ourselves to mixed-symmetry states

2. The [n] ® [m — 1,1] reduction describes the mixed-symmetry states which appear due
to mixed-symmetry in the /-sector. We will not consider such kind of states in the
present paper.

3. Finally, [n] ® [m] states are symmetric separately in the sd- and in the /-sectors,
however, they are coupled in a non-symmetric way within the full sdf-spa,ce. The
simplest example for a mixed-symmetry state if this type is the 3^ s state, which
consists of m = 1 /-boson and n — N — 1 ^-bosons. This 3^ s state is the mixed-
symmetry analogue state of the symmetric octupole phonon, the 3̂ " state. This can
be clearly seen from the explicit wave functions given in Table IV. Higher excited
mixed-symmetry states of this type can be obtained by replacing in a symmetric way
5-bosons with J-bosons in the 3^ s wave function along with proper normalization.
We denote the lowest energy example of such mixed-symmetry states schematically as
(2 + ®3- s ) .

The operator which controls the excitation energy of mixed-symmetry states with i^-spin
quantum numbers F < Fma.x is the Majorana operator. By definition, this is the most general
operator which annihilates any totally symmetric state. Within the 11^^(13) D Uwy(6) (g>
UXI/(7), there are three important types of Majorana operators.

The well known Majorana operator M6 [32] is associated with the U(6) group generated
by the s- and rf-bosons only. It has the form

Me = [st xdt-stx dt]{2) • [sv x I - 5jr x l}& - 2 ^ [ < x d+J^ • [I x 4 ]« , (7)
fc=l,3

which influences the states whose wave functions are non-symmetric in the <sJ-sector of the
model space. In Eq. (7) and below, x denotes the standard tensor product of two irreducible
tensorial operators. It relates to the U^(6) quadratic Casimir operator as



. (8)

The Majorana operator My is associated with the U(7) group generated by the /-bosons
only. It has the form

Mr = - 2 £ [ft x f+]W • [/„ x /„]<*> (9)
fc=l,3,5

which is responsible for pushing up the mixed-symmetry states of the second type, i.e non-
symmetric in the /-sector. It relates to the 11,^(7) quadratic Casimir invariant as

C2[Uw(7)] = m(m + 6 ) - 2 M 7 . (10)

Finally, the Majorana operator which is associated with the full group U(13), reads

M13 = M6 + M7 + [s+ x ft - 4 x ft]{3) • [su x I - sw x /v](
3> (11)

+ £ (-irKx^-^x/^-Kx/.-^xif), (12)
fc=l,2,3,4,5

^ 2 ] • (13)

This operator acts on all three types of mixed-symmetry states. M\z relates to the 11
quadratic Casimir operator as

C2[IM13)] = N{N + 12) - 2M13 . (14)

The most general Hamiltonian constructed from linear and quadratic Casimir operators
of the group U^(6) <8> UXJ/(7) reads

H = Ho + XM1Z + X'Me + X"M7 ) ()
+^2[SOT,(6)] +/?C2[SCU5)] +7dC2[SOt(3)} + 6 / ^ ^ ( 7 ) ] (15)
+/cC2[SOw(7)] + ^C2[G2x!/]

The definitions of the Casimir invariants of Lie groups used here are given in Appendix
B. The structure of the Majorana operators has interesting consequences. The sd/-IBM-2
reduces to the simpler version sdf-IBM-l, if the strength constant A of the Majorana operator
M\z is set to infinity. Using a finite value of A, but A" = oo will remove only those states
which have mixed-symmetry in the /-sector alone. We will use this choice throughout the
paper. For the ordinary mixed-symmetry states in the sd-sector, which are known already
from the sd-IBM-2, the sum A + A' plays the role of the ordinary Majorana parameter in the
scHBM-2. The excitation energies of mixed-symmetry states, which contain one /-boson
are in addition also functions of the quantity A — A'. This parameter controls the excitation
energy of mixed-symmetry states with negative parity.

Since we are going to study vibrational or 7-unstable nuclei, we are interested in two
well-known dynamical symmetry limits of the positive parity sd-subchain [38], namely,

U™(6) D I g ^ 5 ^ } D SO™(5) D SOW(3) (16)



which we consider in the following subsections.
The negative parity subchain has a unique reduction [41,42]:

U™(7) D S0™(7) z> G2™ D

where the quantum numbers {/?j} (j = 1,2.3,4) are the so-called missing labels, which
are necessary to classify completely the G2 D S0(3) reduction. Unlike the case of sdf-
IBM-1 where only the totally symmetric representations are important [37,42], we also deal
here with two-rowed representations of the algebras in (5) and (17). This requires some
modifications. For example, we have to take into account the exceptional group G2. For the
reduction of not fully symmetric representations of S0(7) the group G2 helps to resolve the
labelling problem. The missing label, which is in general necessary to uniquely define the
S0(7) D G2 reduction, is redundant in our case of only two-rowed representations.

1. The UKV(1)® Uirv(5)® U^v(7) dynamical symmetry limit

In this dynamical symmetry limit the reduction chain of the positive parity 11^,(6) sub-
algebra is [38]

D Uw(5) D S0TO(5) D
l l I (18)

n^} [TI,T2] {#;} Ld

where on (i = 1,2) are missing labels, necessary to completely classify the S0(5) DSO(3)
reduction. We denote here n = n\ +n2 the total number of s and d bosons, while the number
of d bosons only is denoted as rid = n^ + nj,2. Thus, the total wave function can be written
as

; [JVa, JV2] [nx, n2] { n ^

(19)

The quantum numbers of the lowest states are given in Table I.
In the V-KU(5)^>VTl/(7) dynamical symmetry limit it is rather simple to construct explicitly

the wave functions. We shall do this in order to make clear the variety of mixed-symmetry
states appearing in the model.

In Table I we present the wave functions for some states of interest. We discussed above
already the one-/-boson octupole states. Of particular interest are here also the lowest 1~
states. From the coupling of one <i-boson quadrupole phonon and one /-boson octupole
phonon four 1~ states emerge. This is evident in the m-scheme in F-space because the
four basis wave functions \dvfv), 1^/^-}, \d^fv), and \duf^) can be formed. These basis
states can be combined to states with U^(13) symmetry and good F-spin. One obtains one
symmetric 1~ state corresponding to the totally symmetric [N] irrep of UffV(13) with F-sp'm
quantum number F = .Fmax, and three mixed-symmetry states: two of them with F-spin
quantum numbers F = Fm a x — 1 and one with F — Fmax — 2. One F = Fma.K — 1 state
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corresponds to the [N — 1,1] D [N — 2,1] ® [1] reduction and the other to the [jV — 1,1] D
[JV — 1] ® [1] reduction in the UXJ/(13)D Uff!,(6)® Uxl/(7), chain. The last one arises from the
[TV — 2,2] D [TV — 2,1] ® [1] reduction. According to the discussion above we denote them
as 1- = (2+ ® 3-) j - , l - s = (2+s <g> 3")!-, l~'s = (2+® 3 ^ - and 1^', respectively.

The UTJ/(5)®UTr^(7) dynamical symmetry Hamiltonian expressed in terms of Casimir
invariants of first and second order of the relevant groups reads

H = Ho + XMis + A'M6 + A"M7 + €,iCi[Uw(5)]
/?C2[SOWJ/(5)] + ldC2[SOiv(S)] + e/C7i[U^(7)] (20)

The eigenvalue problem for the dynamical symmetry Hamiltonian (20) can be solved
analytically. The solution of the full U(5) Hamiltonian reads

E = Eo + A [Fmax (Fm a x + 1) - F(F + 1)] + X'n2(ni + 1) + A"m2(m1 + 1)
+ed(ndl + nd2) + a[ndl(ndl + 4) + nd2(nd2 + 2)] + / ^ ( n + 3) + T2{T2 + 1)] , ,

+ l) + ef(m1 + m2) + 4ui{u1 + 5) + a;2(w2 + 3)] ^ ;

5) + w2(u2 + 4) + «!«2] + 7fLf(Lf + 1) + 7L(£ + 1) .

To construct the spectrum one needs to know the branching rules for the groups involved (see
Appendix). An energy spectrum corresponding to (20) is shown in Fig. 2. The parameters
of the Hamiltonian are specified in the figure caption.

2. The SOKV (6)® U^p (7) dynamical symmetry limit

In this dynamical symmetry limit the reduction chain of the positive parity Ur2/(6) sub-
algebra is

Uw(6) D SCM6) D SOW(5) D SOt(3)
1 1 1 I (22)

K,ra2] (oi,<72) [n,T2] {ai} Ld

and the total wave function is as follows:

IMfc l JV^JV^JV^ra ! , ^^ (23)
The quantum numbers for the lowest states in this dynamical symmetry are presented in
Table II.

The SO7rz/(6)(8)U7ri/(7) dynamical symmetry Hamiltonian reads

H = JHO + AM13 + A'M6 + A"M7 (
+/?C2[SO7r,(5)] + 7dC2[SO^(3)] + ejCWW*)] (24)
+«C72[SOwl,(7)] + ^ 2 [ G 2 ^ ] +7/C2[SO{£/(3)] +7C2[SO7r£/(3)] .

and has the eigenvalues

E = Eo + A [Fmax (Fma.x + 1) - F(F + 1)] + A'n2(m + 1) + A"m2(m1 + 1)
+C[<Ti(°'i + 4) + <r2(<72 + 2)] + /3{TI(TI + 3) + T2{T2 + 1)] + -ydLd(Ld + 1) , _.,
+e/(mi + m2) + K[LOI(UJI + 5) + o;2(a;2 + 3)]

\Ui + oj + u2[u2 + 4J -



The branching rules for the corresponding groups can be found in Ref. [52] and in the
Appendix below. A typical energy spectrum corresponding to Eq. (25) is shown in Fig. 3.
The parameters are specified in the caption.

B. Electromagnetic transitions

In this subsection we discuss electromagnetic transitions between low-lying states in
the sdf-YBM-2 with particular emphasis of those transitions which are new in the present
model with respect to the standard sd-IBM-2 and sdf-lBM-l species. For the study of
the interrelation between the F = Fmax octupole phonon and the F = Fmax — 1 mixed-
symmetry quadrupole phonon and possible two-phonon states generated by the coupling of
them, we are interested in El, Ml, E2, and E3 transition strengths. The reduced transition
probabilities

^ (26)

are calculated from the matrix elements of the transition operators T(IIA), where II stands
for the radiation character, either E or M, and A denotes the multipolarity.

The electric quadrupole operator reads

T(E2) = e.Qt2) + c,g?) , (27)

where

QP
2) = [ < x Sp + si x dp]W + Xp[d+ X dp]W + x ; t / ; x W • (28)

The magnetic dipole operator has the form

^ ( ) , (29)

where

Ld
p = VlO[d+ x 4]W , Ll = 2y/7[f+ x fp]^ . (30)

According to the Eqs. (27-30) the addition of the / boson enlarges the structure of
electromagnetic operators of the standard sd-IBM-2. The standard sd-IBM-2, however,
works well for the description of E2 and Ml transitions. In order to reduce the number of
model parameters in the sc?/-IBM-2 we, therefore, neglect below those parts of the E2 and
Ml transition operators which involve the /-boson. Thus, we assume x'p = 0 a n d 9P

 = 0-
In contrast, the /-boson is essential for EZ and El transitions, which are new with respect
to the sd-IBM-2.

Since there is at present no experimental evidence for the existence of states with mixed-
symmetry in the /-boson sector, we shall consider here only -F-scalar octupole transitions,
i.e., we use the following symmetric octupole operator:

T(E3) = e3 (Of + 0?)) , (31)



where Of stands for

Of = [3+ xfp + / ; x sp]W + x[d+ xfp + /p
+ x dpf

] • (32)

The general one-body electric dipole operator has the form

T(E1) = c^D™ + ctvDM , (33)

where

™ ]$ x fp + f+x dp]
{1) . (34)

While the one-body Ml , E2, and EZ transition operators work satisfactorily, the one-
body i?l-transition operator fails to provide an adequate description of dipole transition
strengths in vibrational nuclei [39]. The operator (33) has very strict selection rules, conserv-
ing the total number of d- and /-bosons A(n^ + nj) = 0. This contradicts the experimental
findings where the quadrupole-octupole collective El transitions, including the ground state
decay of the quadrupole-octupole two-phonon 1~ state, are even found to be enhanced, see
e.g. Refs. [19-21,24].

Two approaches exist to avoid this problem. Following the first, the sdf-IBM is enlarged
with a p boson (I* — 1~), thus leading to the so-called spdf-IBM [44-47]. The inclusion of
the p boson in the IBM corresponds to the consideration of a collective dipole vibration. The
p boson induced one-body electric dipole operator works succesfully for the description of
dipole transition strengths in deformed nuclei [44-49]. For near-spherical nuclei the p boson
does not help much to eliminate all discrepancies [17]. Moreover, the ground state transition
of the lowest 1~ state can be understood only if this state is identified with the collective
negative-parity dipole mode, which would render the agreement of its excitation energy with
the quadrupole-octupole two-phonon sum energy a sheer coincidence. Therefore, another
approach is preferable.

A multiphonon structure of excitations in vibrational nuclei as well as an octupole or
quadrupole-octupole coupled origin of negative-parity states, naturally suggests an .El-
transition operator which contains a quadrupole-octupole coupled two-body part. Such
a picture is also supported by the empirical correlation between .El-transition strengths of
the 17/ —> Of and 37/ —> 2f transitions found recently for heavy near-spherical nuclei [25]
and by microscopic calculations [50].

The two-body dipole operator has already been introduced within the simple quadrupole
and octupole phonon model [25] as well as within the s<i/-IBM [40,51]. This ansatz is in
good agreement with the available data. The El transition operator considered here has
the form

x

where Dj1 ' , Q^\ and Of are given by the Eqs. (34), (28) with x'p = 0, and (32), respectively,
and rj = e^/e^. We stress that we introduce only one free parameter more (/?) in the El
operator with respect to the one-body operator from Eq. (33). Below we analyze El -
transitions within two particular dynamical symmetry limits and we apply the results in
section III to the description of data on the near-spherical nuclei 142Ce and 94Mo.
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1. The U^i, (1)®UKV (5)® U-KV (7) dynamical symmetry limit

Using the wave functions (19) we can obtain the matrix elements of the transition oper-
ators (27), (29), (31) and (35). The technique for the calculation of such matrix elements
is described in detail in Ref. [52]. In this particular dynamical symmetry limit, it is more
convenient to use the explicit expressions of the wave functions constructed from boson
operators following the method described in [53] (see, e.g., Ref. [52]). The E2 and Ml tran-
sition strengths between those states, whose wave functions do not involve any / bosons, are
exactly the same as in the case of the sd-TBM-2 and can be found in [52]. The advantage of
the sdf-IBM-2 is that it provides the description of E2 and Ml transitions between negative
parity states and of El and E3 transitions between the states of different parity and different
F-spin. Here we are particularly interested in the electric dipole transitions which connect
the octupole 3f state with the symmetric 2f state and with the mixed-symmetry 2^s state,
as well as in those which connect the (2+ ® 3~) two-phonon negative parity multiplet with
the ground state band. We also consider here the new mixed-symmetry quadrupole-octupole
coupled dipole states l^ s = (2^s (g> 3~)i- and l^'s = (2+ <g) 3^s)i- and their electromagnetic
properties (including Ml strengths) as examples for mixed-symmetry states with negative
parity. Analytical expressions of reduced transition probabilities are summarized in Table
III.

It is worthwhile to look closely to the analytical expressions in Table III in order recognize
the fingerprints of the simple phonon picture the consideration of which has guided us to
the present model.

The El transition strengths from the 3̂ " state to the symmetric and mixed-symmetry
one-phonon quadrupole excitations, the 2f state and the 2^s state, are both of the order
of (1/iV)0, i.e., they can be strong on an absolute scale and comparable. The 3̂ ~ —» 2+s

F-vector El strength can be even larger than that of the strong ^-scalar 3^ —> 2+ El
transition if the effective electric dipole charges a^ and a.v have opposite signs. Similarly,
the El ground state excitation strengths to the 1̂~ state and the l^ s state are both of the
order of (1/N)° due to the two-body part of the El operator. However, here the F-scalar
0* —* 1]" El strength must be expected to be larger than the F-vector El strength of the
0i~ —> l^g transition because the parameter r/ usually takes values between 0 and 1 leading
to a reduction of the F-vector El strength which is proportional to the factor (1 — r))2. It
is also interesting to compare the properties of the new mixed-symmetry 1" states, l^ s and
l^'s. The direct El ground state excitation strengths to the l^'s state is only of the order of
(1/iV)2 and therefore much smaller than the El strength to the l~s state, which is of the
order of (1/N)°.

The l^s —» 3i E2 strength is of the order of N, which indicates quadrupole collectivity.
Since it is proportional to the square of the difference of the effective quadrupole boson
charges (e^ — eu)

2 this transition should be weakly collective like the known 2+s —> 0* one-
quadrupole phonon decay. In contrast, the l^'s —> 3^ E2 strength is of the order of ljN and
cannot be large. Very interesting are also the Ml transitions between symmetric and mixed-
symmetry negative parity states. The Ml strengths from the l^ s state to the quadrupole-
octupole coupled 1~ and 2~ two-phonon states are of the order of (1/N)° and should be
comparable to the 2^s —» 2f strong Ml transition. The 1^. —* 1~,2~ Ml transitions are
of the order of (1/N)2 if the <i-boson part alone is used in the Ml transition operator (29).
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If one allows for finite ^-factors g'p for the /-boson parts in the Ml operator (29), they
will be responsible for the leading term of the order of (l/N)° which was therefore included
in Table III. This resembles the fact that the l^'s state originates from the non symmetric
coupling of an /-boson to the sd-sectoi. In summary the l^ s state shows the behavior,
which is mentioned in the introduction to be expected for a two-phonon state formed by the
coupling of the fundamental phonons which generate the 3]~ state and the 2^s state.

2. The SO-XV (6)® £/„•„ (7) dynamical symmetry limit

Using the wave functions (23) we have calculated the matrix elements of the transition
operators (27), (29), (31) and (35). We use here the quadrupole operator (28) with xp — 0
as is conventional for the S0(6) limit. The analytical expressions for the E2 and Ml
transitions between the states which are formed only from 5 and d bosons are identical to
those of the sd-YBM.-2 and can be found in Ref. [52]. Analytical expressions for E2 and Ml
transition strengths between negative parity states and for El and E3 transition strengths
are summarized in Table IV.

III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

In this section we apply the s4f-IBM-2 to electromagnetic transitions between states of
the near spherical nuclei 94Mo and 142Ce. In both nuclei the "key-states" of the sdf-IBM-2
are known: the quadrupole and octupole phonon states, fragments of the mixed-symmetry
2+s state, and members of the symmetric (2+ ® 3~) two-phonon multiplet [16,26,31,54,55].
Moreover, 7-transition strengths between the 3~ state and the 2^s state have been measured
[16,36]. Up to now these are the only examples of such transitions. The near-spherical
nuclei 142Ce and 94Mo were considered before as reasonable examples for the schematic, but
analytically solvable, U(5) and 0(6) dynamical symmetry limits of the IBM [31,56]. We
will first discuss transition strengths in the nucleus 142Ce in terms of the U(5) dynamical
symmetry limit of the sdf-IBM-2 and we apply then the 0(6) dynamical symmetry limit of
the sdf-IBM-2 to transition strengths in the nucleus 94Mo.

A. 142Ce

The quadrupole properties and enhanced Ml transitions in some N = 84 isotones have
been studied within the standard IBM-2 by Hamilton et al. [56] and within both the IBM-2
and a particle-core coupling model by Copnell et al. [57]. The experimental data on the
dipole and octupole electromagnetic transition strengths taken from Refs. [16,26,54] can be
found in Table V.

The symmetric quadrupole phonon 2+ state lies at an excitation energy of E(2f) = 641
keV and the 3~ octupole phonon state is low-lying at E(3~) = 1653 keV. The 1~ member
of the symmetric (2+ <g> 3~) quadrupole-octupole coupled two-phonon multiplet has a short
lifetime of r(l~) = 16(3) fs. It lies at an excitation energy of E(l~) — 2188 keV, which is
close to the sum energy E(2f) + E(3~) = 2294 keV of the constituent phonons. This 1~
state decays by enhanced electric dipole transitions to the ground state and to the 2f state
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with relatively large El strengths of the order of 10 3 e2fm2. A rather strong E2 transition
to the 37̂  state is in agreement with the measurement [16].

142Ce is one of the few nuclei for which, besides the 1~ state, data on other members of the
(2+ <g> 3~) quintuplet is known. Based on the data of their neutron-scattering experiment
Vanhoy et al. [16] assigned the 57/ state at 2125 keV and the 47/ state at 2385 keV to
be of quadrupole-octupole coupled nature. These states are characterized by strong E'2
transitions to the one-phonon octupole state and rather strong El transitions to the ground
state band. The assignment of 2~ and 3~ two-phonon states is less clear. The reason may be
possible stronger mixing with noncollective configurations. Two candidates were previously
considered [16] to have notable collective two-phonon components, the 2^ state at 2728
keV and the state at 2768 keV with ambiguous spin assignment J = (1 — 3).

A fragment of the 2+s state, namely the 2g" state at 2005 keV excitation energy, has
been identified by Hamilton et al. [56]. Large E2 and Ml transition strengths have been
firstly measured for that state in a Coulomb excitation experiment by Vermeer et al. [26] and
corrected to slightly lower values in the more precise experiment by Vanhoy et al. [16]. This
state decays, furthermore, by a relatively strong El transition to the 3~ octupole phonon
state with a reduced transition strength of [16]

B(E1; 2+ -> 3") = 4.6(5) x 10"3 e2fm2 , (36)

which is remarkably large. This large El transition strength between a fragment of the 2+s

state and the 37/ octupole phonon state represents to our knowledge the first absolute value
for the strength of an F-vector El transition. However, the (n,n'7) data by Vanhoy et al.
[16], suggest the short-lived 2j state at 2365 keV excitation energy as another fragment of
the 2+s state of 142Ce from its strong Ml transition to the 2f state. Therefore, it is not yet
clear whether the B(E1) value (36) represents the total F-vector 2+s —> 3~ El strength or
whether it is only a part of it.

It is the purpose of the following subsection to show that it is reasonable to apply the
proposed scheme for electromagnetic transitions between states of the se?f-IBM-2 to the
nucleus 142Ce and to find appropriate parameters of the E2> and El transition operators
for this nucleus. To minimize the set of model parameters, which we must determine from
data, we use literature values for such parameters which were determined already. For the
description of E2 transitions in 142Ce, we choose here the parameters found by Hamilton
et al. in an earlier sd-IBM-2 study [56]: e^ = 12 e fm2 , eu — 24 e fm2 , %„• — 0 •> Xv =

—1.3. Despite the unusual feature that the neutron quadrupole charge factor is larger than
the proton one, this parameter set matches the data on E2 transition strengths and the
quadrupole moment of the 2+ state well (see discussions in Ref. [56,26]). For the Ml
transition operator we use bare orbital values for the boson ^-factors, g^ = 1 ftp? and gv = 0
without any parameter adjustment. The octupole charge factor e^ has been determined
from the B{EZ\ Of —> 37/) value. It is e$ = 76 e fm3. The structural parameter x m the
E3 transition operator cannot be fixed from hitherto measured E3 strengths. Its value will
be determined below from measured quadrupole-octupole induced El transition strengths,
which are sensitive to it. To establish the three parameters of the El transition operator
and the parameter x °f the EZ operator, we take four electric dipole transitions as given,
namely £(£1;37/ -> 2+), £(J51;37/ -» 2+J, £(£1;17/ -» Of) and 5(£1;17/ -> 2+). While
the three last values for 142Ce are known to be of the order 10~3e2fm2, for the first one
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only a small upper limit is established [16]. We use the reasonable estimate B{E1\ZX —>•
2j~) = 1 x 10~4 e2fm . As a solution of the set of four quadratic equations in the four
parameters x-> Pi am av-, we get in general eight different parameter sets, if we neglect an
overall sign, which is relevant for electric dipole moments only. All these parameter sets
have the same \P\ = 0.058 e fm, two possible values of x, 7.04 and —6.75, and 4 possible
choices of ap for each value of x- To select an appropriate parameter set, one has to check
the consistency with data on other transitions, which have a different functional dependence
of the parameters. In our case an unambiguous selection of the best parameter set was not
possible. We use here two different sets which provide also a relative good description of the
other known dipole transition strengths.

In Table V we present the El-transition rates calculated for the two sets of parameters:
P = 0.058 e fm, X = -6-75, av = -0.081 e fm, av = 0.0012 e fm (Theory I) and p =
0.058 e fm, x = 7.04, «„• = —0.111 e fm, av = 0.143 e fm (Theory II). Some comments are
necessary.

• Although the observed strength of the 37/ —* 2̂ " El-transition is unexpectedly small,
it can be described simultaneously with the enhanced i?l-transitions from the 17/ state
to the ground state and to the 2+ state.

• The large B(El) value for the transition from 37̂  state to 2\ is predicted while this
transition was not observed at all. The reason may be that since JE7(37/ —» 2^) = 115.5
keV, its intensity is much smaller than that of the 37/ —> 4+ transition with E^ — 433.5
keV (/ ~ E^B(El)) and, therefore, escaped observation.

• The B(El]4i —> 3*) value is remarkably large in agreement with the model. This
transition strength was not used to fit the parameters of the transition operator.

• The B(El; 57/ —> i^,6f) values are relatively small in agreement with the model.

• The transition from 37/ state to 3* is still outside the model, even if we apply the
two-body dipole operator. This interesting selection rule may be exploited to analyze
a possible breaking of the assumed symmetries [.F-spin or U(5)].

Another interesting group of excited states which we can discuss in the framework of
the sdf-IBM.-2 is the group of mixed-symmetry states with negative parity. The relatively
low-lying quintuplet of states, denoted by (2+s ® 3~) is of the most interest, because both
constituent phonons are already known experimentally. In a naive phonon coupling scheme
one may expect this quintuplet to exist approximately at the sum-energy of the constituent
phonons, which is £(2+s) + E(3~) « 3.8 MeV for 142Ce. In this energy region the mixing
of the collective states with non-collective excitations can be expected to be already rather
strong. Supposing that 1" states are well spaced and less mixed, we will consider only these
states here and we include the s4f-IBM-2 predictions for the decay strengths of mixed-
symmetry 1~ states in Table V. We stress that El excitation strengths B(El;0x —> l~) =
3 x B(E1; 1~ —> 0+) R J I X 10~3 e2fm2 as it is predicted for the l^ s state can be well detected
in highly sensitive photon scattering experiments like those which are performed in Stuttgart
[24] or in Darmstadt [58].
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B. 94Mo

94Mo is another near-spherical nucleus, for which data on the most relevant states for
the sdf-TBM-2 is known. The E2 and E3 excitation strengths to the quadrupole and oc-
tupole phonon states, the 2f state at 871 keV and the 3̂ " state at 2534 keV, are known
from Coulomb excitation experiments [59]. The quadrupole-octupole coupled J* — 1~
two-phonon state has recently been identified at an excitation energy of 3260 keV in a
photon scattering experiment [55]. The one-phonon and two-phonon positive parity mixed-
symmetry states, the 2% state at 2068 keV and the 1~£ state at 3129 keV, could be assigned
from the measurement of large Ml transition strengths [31]. There exists the most complete
set of data for these lmS,2+s mixed-symmetry states in 94Mo due to the new combination
of a photon scattering experiment and 77-coincidence studies following /3-decay. The mea-
surement [31] agrees with a collective 1+̂  —>• 2+s E2 transition supporting the two-phonon
character of the l^s state. Particularly interesting for the present study in the framework of
the sdf-IBM-2 is the observation of a 7 transition between the 3J" isoscalar octupole phonon
state and the 2% mixed-symmetry quadrupole phonon state. The branching ratio

=i4p) ( 3 7 )

is known and remarkably large. Besides the data on 142Ce this branching ratio in 94Mo
represents further evidence for the possible dominance of F-vector El transitions over F-
scalar i?l-transitions. We stress that F-vector El transitions can be treated within the
framework of the sdf-IBM-2, while they are outside the scope of hitherto considered versions
of the IBM, such as sd-IBM-2, sdf-lBM-1 or spdf-lBM-1. The 3{ state has recently been
investigated in a 91Zr(a, n)94Mo experiment in Cologne. From the measured line shapes, the
branching ratios, and the known E3 excitation strength the 3~ lifetime could be estimated
to be T ft! 2 ps resulting however in relatively wide ranges for the absolute values of the El
decay strengths, which are given in Table VI.

E2 and Ml transition strengths in 94Mo were satisfactorily reproduced previously in the
0(6) dynamical symmetry limit of the 3<i-IBM-2 with a minimum set of free parameters in
the transition operators [31]. We apply here the 0(6) limit of the sdf-lBM-2 to additionally
describe El and £"3 strengths in 94Mo.

For the electric quadrupole operator we use for simplicity the schematic parameters
proposed in Ref. [31], namely, e^ — 9e fm2 , ev = Oe fm2 , x* — Xv — 0- We take here
Xp — 0, because this choice is usual for the 0(6) limit. In fact, experimental B(E2) values,
which are sensitive to the xP parameters are about two orders of magnitude smaller than the
B(E2; 2f —» 0i~) value. Another argument for the use of the parameter values xP = 0 can
be deduced from the validity of the c?-parity selection rules [60] for the nucleus 94Mo. The
d-parity refers to the symmetry of IBM basis states with respect to the change of sign of the
<£-boson. From this symmetry it follows that the if —» 2f Ml transition strength almost
vanishes. This is actually observed in 94Mo. Consequently, the terms in the Hamiltonian,
which violate the c?-parity must be small. In the usually adopted consistent Q formalism of
the IBM the only terms which violate the ^-parity symmetry of the Hamiltonian are those
proportional to xp [60]. The deduced small ^-parity violation results in small values for
the parameters xp supporting the choice xP = 0, which we adopt from Ref. [31]. From the
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measured [31] El excitation strengths to the symmetric one-quadrupole-phonon excitation,
the 2f state, and the mixed-symmetry one-quadrupole-phonon excitation, the 2+s state, the
ratio \rj\ — {e^/e^l ~ 0.1 can be deduced for 94Mo if 100Sn is used as the inert core. Therefore,
the value r\ = 0 was used for the schematic description of E2 transition strengths in the
sd-IBM-2 in Ref. [31]. We adopt here this parameter value without further adjustment.
Ml transition strengths are described by using bare orbital values for the boson g-factors
gv = 1 fiN and gv — 0 and g'p = 0. From the measured J3(.E3; 0* —> 3]") value we can
determine the octupole charge factor e3 = 51.5 e fm3. From four known transitions we can
determine a set of parameters in the electric dipole operator. The B(El) values calculated
with the parameter set

a^ = -0.039 e fm , av = 0.074 e fm , /3 = 0.035 e fm , x = 3.45 , (38)

are shown in Table VI. Unfortunately no other relevant El transition strength is known in
94Mo to check the predictive power of the sdf-IBM-2 approach with respect to El transitions
as was possible for 142Ce. It is worthwhile to mention that some predictions of the IBM-2
concerning positive parity mixed-symmetry states with spin quantum numbers J > 2 could
very recently be verified in 94Mo by the discovery of a 3^ s state in Cologne [61]. This
observation gives further confidence in the concept of mixed-symmetry states.

IV. SUMMARY

The relation and coupling of the collective octupole degree of freedom to proton-neutron
mixed-symmetry states is discussed in the framework of the interacting boson model. For this
purpose 5-bosons, <i-bosons, and /-bosons as well as the proton-neutron degree of freedom
had to be taken into account leading to the hitherto not considered sdf-IBM-2 version of the
model. We developed the formalism of the sdf-IBM-2 and considered two F-spin symmetric
dynamical symmetry limits denoted by U7ri/(l)®U7ry(5)(8)U7rj/(7) and SO^(6)®U7ri/(7). These
analytically solvable limits of the model are relevant for the description of near spherical,
vibrational and 7-unstable nuclei, respectively. The full dynamically symmetric Hamiltoni-
ans are formulated, their eigenstates are specified and the analytical expressions for their
excitation energies are given. Low-lying, collective, negative parity states are discussed in-
cluding for the first time negative parity mixed-symmetry states. Analytical expressions for
El, Ml, E2, and E3 transition strengths were evaluated.

The El operator considered here contains a quadrupole-octupole coupled two-body part
besides the one-body term. The model has been applied to two near spherical nuclei, 142Ce
and 94Mo, for which some states are known, which are particularly relevant for the sdf-IBM-
2. Several electromagnetic transition strengths, including B(E1) values, are well reproduced
by the sdf-IBM-2. Evidence for the possible dominance of F- vector El transitions over F-
scalar El transitions is found. The decay properties of l^s states in the nucleus 142Ce are
predicted.
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APPENDIX A: U ( 1 3 ) D U(6)®U(7) BRANCHING RULES

In order to provide a complete classification scheme we need to reduce the representations
of U(13) group to the Kronecker product U(6)®U(7). Here we present the branching rules
only for the totally symmetric [TV] and the lowest mixed-symmetry [TV — 1,1] and [TV — 2,2]
irreducible representations of U(13). The U(6)®U(7) representations are denoted as [a] ®
[/?]. Those U(6)(8>U(7) decompositions, which contain 1~ states discussed in the text, are
underlined.

[TV] = [TV] ® [0], [TV - 1] ® [1], . . . , [1] ® [TV - 1], [0] ® [TV]

[TV-1,1]= [TV-l , l ]®[0] , [TV-2,1]® [I], . . .,[2,1]® [TV-3], [ l , l ]®[TV-2]
[TV-1]®[1], [TV-2]®[2],. . . ,[2]®[TV-2], [1] ® [TV - 1]
[TV-2]®[1,1], [TV-3]®[2,1], . . . ,[1]®[TV-2,1], [0] <g» [TV - 1,1]

[N-2,2]= [TV-2,2]®[0], [TV - 3,2] ® [1] , . . . , [3,2] ® [TV - 5], [2,2]®[TV-4]
[TV-2,1]®[1], [TV-3, l ]®[2] , . . . , [3 , l ]®[TV-4] , [2,1] ® [TV - 3]
[TV - 2] ® [2], [TV - 3] ® [3], . . . , [3] ® [TV - 3], [2] ® [TV - 2]
[TV-3,1]® [1,1], [TV-4,1]®[2,1], . . . , [2,1]® [TV-4,1], [1,1] ® [TV - 3,1]
[TV-3]®[2,1], [TV-4]®[3,1], . . . ,[2]®[TV-3,1], [1]®[TV-2,1]
[TV-4]®[2,2], [TV - 5]® [3,2], . . . , [1] ® [TV - 3 , 2 ] , [0]®[TV-2,2]

(Al)

The branching rules for the chains U(6)D U(5)D SO(5) DSO(3) and U(6)D SO(6)D SO(5)
Z>SO(3) reduction chains can be found elsewhere [38]. The partial classification scheme for
the chain U(7)D S O ( 7 ) D G 2 I)SO(3) is given in Table VII.

APPENDIX B: CASIMIR INVARIANTS

The Casimir invariants of Lie algebras exploited here can be expressed in terms of boson
creation and annihilation operators as follows [38]:
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Ox [U(7)] = ( /+ • / ) ,

d [U(6)] = (7+

/_, \u X^ I J + " d | ( • [d+xd](iq ,
A'=0 L

fOTUOYl O f I j + w i + w j 1 ^ N/7 r 7J- ?1 ( 2 A / f u . J- ~1 (2) -/? T TU. ~1 (2)

[bu(o)j = 2 aTX5 + sTXfl — ~

C2[SO(7)]= E [f+x ff • [r x ff\

C2[SO(6)]= [d+xs + s+xd](2) • [d+xs + s+xd]{2) + 2 £ [d+xd](K) • [d+xd]{K) ,

C2 [S0(5)] - £ fd+ x d\iK) • \d+ x d]{K) ,

C2 [SOd(3)] = 10 [d+ x df} • [d+ x
28[f (1)

(Bl)

The exceptional algebra G2 has been introduced in physics by Racah [41]. The eigenvalues
of the Casimir invariants from (Bl) in an irreducible representation given by a [/1/2 • • • fn]
Young tableau are

(Cx [U(n)]> = £ fi ,

n Mfi + n + 1 - 2i) ,)]) E

(C2 [SU(3)]) = A2 + 1? + \p + 3A + 3/1 , (A - A - /2 , M = /2) ( B 2 )

(C2 [SO(2n + 1)]} = £ 2fi(fi + 2n + 1 - 2i) ,
i l

(C2 [SO(2n)]> = g 2fi(fi + 2n - 2i) ,

<C2 [G2]) = /!(/i + 5) + / 2 ( / 2 + 4) + /
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TABLES

TABLE I. Notation for some low-lying states in the U7ri/(l)(8iU7a/(5)(8)UTiy(7) dynamical sym-
metry limit.

[Nu JV2],[ni,n2]{ndl, nd2}(ruT2){cxi}Ld; [mum2](o;1,u;2)(«i,u2){/3j}Lf, L)

W) = l [ ^ l ® [Nv]\ [N], [iV]{0}(0)0; [0](0)(0)0; 0) = \s»*s»-, 0}
® [JV,]; [JV], [JV]{2}(0)0; [0](0)(0)0;0)

= {N{N - I ) )" 1 / 2 (y/N*(NK - 1 ) | 4 ; 0) + ^WJ^^d^ 0}

® [ ^ ] ; [JV - 1,1], [JV - 1,1]{1,1}(1,1)1; [0](0)(0)0; 1}
]i [JV], [JV]{1}(1)2; [0](0)(0)0;2>

7r; 2} + ^/Wv\dv', 2))
[Nu]; [N], [iy]{2}(2)2; [Q](0)(0)0;2)

(

n(N* - 1)NV ( ^ 1 1 ^ ( 2 ) ^ ; 3} - ^7\dv{A)du; 3 )

; 3) - ^ 1 ^ ( 4 ) ^ ; 3)))

® W i [JV - 1,1], [N - 1,1]{1,1}(1,1)3; [0](0)(0)0; 3)
= 1 ^ ^ ; 3)

® [*„]; [JV], [jy]{2}(2)4;[0](0)(0)0;4)

+V3JV,JV1/(JVJ/ - 1) (^/f 1^(2)^; 6) - ^

|3-) = |[JVT](2, [JV^^JVJJJV- l]{0}(0)0;[l](l)(l)3; 3)
= JV-1/2 ( v ^ | / f f ; 3) + x/JV^I^; 3))

|3-s> = \[NV] ® [JV,]; [JV - 1,1], [JV - l]{0}(0)0; [1](1)(1)3; 3)

= JV-1/2 (VKIU; 3) - VJ\q/,; 3))
|1D = \[Nt] 9 [Nv]i [JV], [JV -

= {N(N - I ) )" 1 /

® M ; [JV " 1,1], [JV-2,
= ((JV - 1)(JV - 2))"1/

fa 1})
1ms) = | [ ^ ] ® [Nv\; [JV - 1,1],[JV-

= (N(N - I ) ) - 1 /
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= (N(N - I))"1/2 (y/N*(N* - 1) |4; 2} + v ^ K K ^ i 2)
|2+s> = \[NV] ® [Nu]; [N - 1,1], [N - 1,1]{1}(1)2; [0](0)(0)0; 2}

' , 2) - v ^ l ^ ; 2})
]; [N], [iV3{3}(3)3;[0](0)(0)0;3)

V - 2 ) |4 ; 3} + ^ . ( i V , - 1)(JVV - 2 ) | 4 ; 3}

= (JV(JV - I))"1/2 (v/^(JV» - 1)|4; 4) + y/MJT^ds, 4} + y/Nv{Nv - 1)|4; 4

® [JV,]; [JV], [JV]{3}(3)6;[0](0)(0)0;6)
= (JV(JV - 1)(JV - 2))"V2 (^/JV^JV, - 1)(JVT - 2 ) |4 ; 6} + ^ ^ ( i V , , - 1)(JV, - 2 ) |4 ; 6}

; 6) - /̂f



|3-}

(8 [JV,]; [JV - 2,2], [JV - 2,1]{1}(1)2; [1](1)(1)3; 1)
= ((JV - 1)(JV - 2))~1/2 (

; [iV], [N -

v - 1)14/.; 1) - ^ ( J V , - 1)|4/,; 1)
. ; i))

; 2)

= (JV(JV- I))"1/2 ( ^ ( i V * - 1)K/T; 2)
+^W^\dnU; 2) + s/NJ^\dvU; 2})
= [[JV,] ® [JVJ; [JV], [JV - 1]{1}(1)2; [1](1)(1)3; 3)

= (N{N - I ) ) - 1 / 2 (y/Nv{Nv - 1 ) | 4 / T ; 3) + v/JV,(JV, -

v;|4/,; 3) + VNJ^\dJ«; 3))

; 2}

; 3}

JVV]; [JV], [JV-

= (N(N - I))"1 /

V ; | 4 / ^ 4) +

; 4)

/ , ; 4)

4))

- l)\dufv; 4}

; 5)
= {N(N - I ) ) " 1 /

JVT |4/y; 5) +
T; 5} / , ; 5}

^U, 5))

TABLE II. Notation for some low-lying states in the SO7ri,(6)(8iU7ri/(7) dynamical symmetry
limit.

}\ [JVi, JV2], [n

|2+s)

|3+s)

\*t)
|3D
|3-'s>

= |[JVx]

], [JV](JV)(0)0; [0](0)(0)0; 0)

[JV1/];[JV],[JV](JV)(2)0;[0](0)(0)0;0)

W ; [^ - 1,1], [N - 1,1]<JV - 1,1)(1,1)1; [0](0)(0)0; 1)

[JVl/];[JV],[JV](JV)(l)2;[0](0)(0)0;2)

[JV,];[JV],[JV](JV)(2)2;[0](0)(0)0;2)

[JVJ; [JV - 1,1], [JV - 1,1](JV - 1,1)(1)2; [0](0)(0)0; 2)

[JV,]; [JV - 1,1], [JV - 1,1]{JV - 1,1}(1,1)3; [0](0)(0)0; 3}

[iV,];[JV],[JV]{2)(2)4;[0](0)(0)0;4)

W ; [JV], [JV - 1]{JV - l)(0)0; [1](1)(1)3; 3)

[JV,]; [JV - 1,1], [JV - 1]{JV - l)(0)0; [1](1)(1)3; 3)

[JV,,]; [JV], [JV - 1]{JV - 1>(1)2; [1](1)(1)3; 1)

[JVJ; [JV - 1,1], [JV - 2,1]{JV - 2,1>(1)2; [1](1)(1)3; 1)

[JV,]; [JV - 1,1], [JV - 1]{JV - 1)(1)2; [1](1)(1)3; 1)

[JV,]; ^ - 2,2], [JV - 2,1]{JV - 2,1)(1)2; [1](1)(1)3; 1)
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TABLE III. Some analytical expressions for reduced electromagnetic transition strengths in
the UTl,(l)®U7rj/(5)®U^l/(7) dynamical symmetry limit.

)+ -* 37) = 7e2iV

+
B(E1;

B(E1;

aTJVT) jj + 13

r,Nu)

r,Nu)

±

+ 3 JI.

3
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245 r1 A \ J ' i rT

0+\ — 144
^2 ) — 245
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245 P X
289^2 2
280 " X

385 " X

I 2 Af~1
J jV4

\2N-2

| - \ - 3

N 4-

N«Nv(N-2)
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\2NnNv(N-2)

!(„ -a \2N*]Li*L=
Tr KUTC 9V) N(N-l)2

N2(N-1)

5(M1;3-S - „ ! ,

5 (E1 ;3 - S ^2+)

- ^ - 9

= f [a*. - a^ - 1/3(1 - r;)^ + J^

N2(N-1)

A. \axzM.
2TT L N - l

2D
0+)

- l V»7T » "

N2
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AT3(7V-1)
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TABLE IV. Some analytical expressions for reduced electromagnetic transition strengths in
the SO,rV(6) ® UT!/(7) dynamical symmetry limit.

1225

TABLE V. Some experimental and theoretical transition strengths for 142Ce. The parameters
of the transition operators used for the calculation are specified in the text. The asterisks denote
transition strengths, which were used to fit the model parameters as discussed in the text.

B(E3;0f -* 3~) *
B(El;3i -> 2f) *

B{E1;^ ^4+)

B{EV,Zi^2t)
£(£l;2+s-^3;f) *

B(E1;4^ -> 3f)

B(El;4J -» 4^)

B(E1;5^ -* 4^)

£(£l;5f-»6}")
JJIUJLI 1-I —>• U-t J

£(£l;ir-»2+) *
5(El;lf -4 0+)

B(E1; 1- -> 2+)
D/jTr-iQ-f- o— \
/71 „£!/ 1 . O-i —' On )

J5(M1; l^s -* 1̂ )

5(Ml;l- s-> 2J")
"D ( ZP1 • "1 *** v O"T" \

7 5 / ZPO* 1 —^ v 0 — \

B(M1; l- ' s -> I f )

J3(M1; l- 's -» 2-)

B(J51; l- ' s -» 0+)

Experiment [16]
2 - 0 2 i a i 3 x l o 5 e 2 f m 6

< 2.1 X lO-4 e2fm2

< 3.9 X 10~3 e2fm2

4.6lo"5 x ^0~3 ^fin2

AAtli X lO-2 e2fm2

7.4^;° x lO-4

< 1.2 x lO-3 e2fm2

< 1.7 X lO-3 e2fm2

3.9±i;2, x lO-3 e2fm2 [54]

8-9±l:l X lO- 3 e2fm2 [54]

4.4^;^ x lO-4
 e2&n2

Theory I
2.02 x 105

1.0 x lO-4

4.3 X lO-4

2.1 x 10~2

4.6 x lO-3

2.7 x lO-2

1.7 x lO-4

3.8 x 10-5

8.9 X lO-4

3.9 x lO- 3

8.9 x lO-3

4.8 X lO-4

6.0 X 10-5

0

86.4 e2fm4

0.072 n%

0.143 n%

4.0 X lO-4

5.8 e2fm4

0.005 11%

0.01 n%

2.7 X 10-5

2.7 X lO-4

e2fm6

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

Theory II
2.02 X 10s

1.0 x lO-4

4.7 X lO-4

2.3 x lO-2

4.6 x lO-3

3.0 x lO-2

5.8 x lO-4

1.0 x 10"3

9.7 x lO-4

3.9 x 10"3

8.9 x lO-3

1.7 X 10~3

2.1 x 10-6

0

86.4 e2fm4

0.072 n%

0.143 11%

4.0 X lO-4

5.8 e2fm4

0.005 11%

0.01 fj.%

2.7 X 10~5

2.2 x lO-4

e'
2fm6

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2

e2fm2
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TABLE VI. Some experimental and theoretical transition strengths for 94Mo.

B(E3;0f -»3n
B(Ml;Of -*lf)
B(M1; if -* 2f)
B(Ml\lf -» 2^)
5(Ml;2+s-> 2f)
-ofzi/lj 3-i —^ 2-1 )

•oi-ti; 3X -> 2^sj

£(£!;!- ->0f)

Experiment
6.2lJ;2XlO4 e2fm6a

0.48(3) fi2
N

h

0.007lf ^?vb

0.43(5) fi2
N

h

0.48(6) /z^13

0.14X1O~4 e2fm2 - LOxlO"4 e2fm2c

l.OxlO-4 e2fm2 - 6.0X10-4 e2fm2c

3 .3 i^x lO~ 4 e2fm2d

c fi+3-5yi(i-4 2fm2d
i> . U oeAi l / C 1111

Theory
6.2 X104 e2fm6

0.48 fj.%

0.36 fi2
N

0.30 ^

0.4xl0~4 e2fm2

5.8 x l0~ 4 e2fm2

3.2xlO-4 e2fm2

5.5xlO-4 e2fm2

afromRef. [59].
bfromRef. [31].
cfrom Ref. [36].
dfrom Ref. [55].
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TABLE VII. Partial classification scheme for the chain U5rj,(7)DSO7rj/(7)DG2m, D SO™(3)

U™(7)
[mi,m2]

[1]
[2]

[1,1]

[3]

[2,1]

[4]

[3,1]

[2,2]

SCM7)
(u>l,a>2)

(1,0)
(2,0)
(0,0)

(1,1)

(3,0)
(1,0)
(1,0)
(2,1)

(4,0)
(2,0)
(2,0)
(3,1)

(1,1)

(2,0)
(0,0)
(2,2)

G2™
{ui,u2)

(1,0)
(2,0)
(0,0)
(1,0)
(1,1)
(3,0)
(1,0)
(1,0)
(2,0)
(2,1)\ 7 I

(1,1)
(4,0)
(2,0)
(2,0)
(3,0)
(3,1)
(2,1)
(1,0)
(1,1)
(2,0)
(0,0)
(2,0)
(2,2)
(2,1)

SO™(3)
L

3

2,4,6
0
3
1,5
1,3,4,5,6,7,9
3
3
2,4,6
2,3,4,5,7,8
1,5
0,2,3,42,5,62,7,82,9,10,12
2,4,6
2,4,6
1,3,4,5,6,7,9
l,2,32,4,52,62,72,8,9,10,ll
2,3,4,5,7,8
3
1,5
2,4,6
0
2,4,6
0,2,4,5,6,8,10
2,3,4,5,7,8
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FIGURES

_ mixed-symmetry octupole

FIG. 1. Expected decays of fundamental one-phonon and two-phonon states in the sdf-IBM-2.
s ~* 3~ transitions were observed already experimentally [16,36].
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0 + - 4 +

2 +
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FIG. 2. Sketch of the relevant low-energy spectrum in the U(5)®U(7) dynamical symmetry
limit calculated for five bosons (Nv = 4, Nu = 1) with the set of parameters: ê  = 0.6 MeV,
ef = 1.6 MeV, A = 0.4 MeV and A' = -0.12 MeV. The other parameters from Eq. (20) are put
equal to 0.
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FIG. 3. Sketch of the relevant low-energy spectrum in the SO(6)®U(7) dynamical symmetry
limit with the set of parameters: C, = -0.01 MeV, /3 = 0.125 MeV, ef = 1.6 MeV, A = 0.4 MeV,
A' = -0.12 MeV and Ho = 0.45 MeV (the other parameters from (24) are equal to 0) and N^ - 4,
Nv = 1.
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